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Sketch-R2CNN: An RNN-Rasterization-CNN
Architecture for Vector Sketch Recognition

Lei Li , Changqing Zou , Youyi Zheng, Qingkun Su, Hongbo Fu , and Chiew-Lan Tai

Abstract—Sketches in existing large-scale datasets like the recent QuickDraw collection are often stored in a vector format, with

strokes consisting of sequentially sampled points. However, most existing sketch recognition methods rasterize vector sketches as

binary images and then adopt image classification techniques. In this article, we propose a novel end-to-end single-branch network

architecture RNN-Rasterization-CNN (Sketch-R2CNN for short) to fully leverage the vector format of sketches for recognition.

Sketch-R2CNN takes a vector sketch as input and uses an RNN for extracting per-point features in the vector space. We then

develop a neural line rasterization module to convert the vector sketch and the per-point features to multi-channel point feature maps,

which are subsequently fed to a CNN for extracting convolutional features in the pixel space. Our neural line rasterization module is

designed in a differentiable way for end-to-end learning. We perform experiments on existing large-scale sketch recognition datasets

and show that the RNN-Rasterization design brings consistent improvement over CNN baselines and that Sketch-R2CNN

substantially outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Freehand sketching, RNN, CNN, neural rasterization, object classification, QuickDraw

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

FREEHAND sketching is an easy and quickmeans of commu-
nication because of its simplicity and expressiveness.

While we human beings have the innate ability to interpret
drawing semantics, it is still a challenging task for machines.
Sketch analysis has been an active research topic in the com-
puter vision and graphics fields, spanning a wide spectrum
including sketch recognition [1], [2], [3], sketch segmenta-
tion [4], [5], [6], [7], sketch-based retrieval [8], [9], [10], [11]
and modeling [12], etc. In this paper, we focus on devel-
oping a novel learning-based approach for freehand sketch
recognition.

The goal of sketch recognition (or classification) is to
identify the object category of an input sketch, which is
more challenging than natural image classification largely
due to the inherent ambiguities, geometric variations and
lack of rich texture details in the input. Traditional stud-
ies [1], [13], [14] mostly cast sketch recognition as an image
classification task by converting sketches to binary images
and then extracting hand-crafted local features from the
images. With the quantified image features, a typical

classifier such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) is trained
for object category prediction. Recent years have witnessed
the impressive success of deep learning techniques in
image classification [15], [16], [17], [18], and convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) have also been applied to the rec-
ognition of sketch images [2], [10]. Although these deep
learning-based methods outperform the traditional ones,
the unique properties of sketches, as discussed in the fol-
lowing, are often overlooked, leaving room for perfor-
mance improvement.

Thanks to the ubiquity of input devices, sketches are
often acquired digitally and stored in a vector format [19],
[20], represented as a sequence of strokes (polylines) with
each stroke consisting of a point sequence in the drawing
order (Fig. 1). Such vector sketch data, like those in the
QuickDraw dataset [19], includes (1) positional informa-
tion of points, (2) temporal order (stroke order and point
order within each stroke) and (3) grouping of points as
strokes (or pen states). The latter two types of information,
however, cannot be effectively accessed by existing
CNNs [2], [10], [21], which deal with the rasterized version
of vector sketches.

The recently proposed SketchRNN [19] and its follow-up
studies have shown that recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
can directly take vector sketches as inputs to learn descrip-
tive feature representations, enabling various tasks like vec-
tor sketch synthesis [22], [23] or segmentation [6]. Motivated
by this, researchers have also incorporated the vector format,
serving as a complement to the pixel format, in sketch-based
retrieval [11], [24]. They typically adopt a two-branch net-
work architecture: a CNN branch for the pixel sketch and an
RNN branch for the vector sketch; a concatenation layer at
last is used to fuse feature representations from the two
branches. However, the RNN and CNNbarely have learning
interactions in such a design, and it demands the networks
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to learn to balance contributing weights of the two types of
features in the concatenated feature space.

In this work, we seek to boost the synergy between the
RNN and CNN with more information flow during end-
to-end learning. To this end, a key step is to convert input
vector sketches to pixel images within neural networks. Con-
ventional rasterization of sketches is a fixed discretization
operation lacking gradient definitions for back propagation,
thus it cannot be directly incorporated in neural networks.
Inspired by [25], we utilize linear interpolation and propose
differentiable line rasterization. Building upon this, we
design a novel end-to-end single-branch network architec-
ture RNN-Rasterization-CNN (Sketch-R2CNN for short) for
vector sketch recognition, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Specifically, Sketch-R2CNN takes as input only a vector
sketch and employs an RNN to extract feature representa-
tions for each point of the sketch. The RNN is similar to the
RNNencoder used in [11], [19] for learning latent representa-
tions of vector sketches. We then develop a neural line raster-
ization (NLR) module, which converts the vector sketch with
the per-point features to multi-channel point feature maps in
a differentiable way. Subsequently, an off-the-shelf CNN
consumes the resulting point feature maps and predicts the
target object category as output. The NLRmodule allows the
CNN to access the features of vector sketches at early stages,
bridging the gap between the vector sketch space and pixel
sketch space in neural networks. The module is compara-
tively lightweight and can be easily attached to various CNN
backbones with little modification. Experiments on existing
crowd-sourced datasets [1], [19] show that by leveraging
the vector format of sketches, our RNN-Rasterization-CNN
architecture can consistently improve the recognition perfor-
mance of CNN-only methods. Particularly, on the million-
scale testing dataset of QuickDraw [19] (similar to the scale
of ImageNet [26]), Sketch-R2CNN outperforms CNN coun-
terparts (including ResNet [17] and DenseNet [18]) by 19K -
31K recognition successes (2.2 - 3.6 percent).

In summary, our contributions in this work are: (1) the
first single-branch architecture with sequentially-arranged
RNN and CNN for vector sketch recognition, achieving the
state-of-the-art accuracy; (2) a differentiable line rasteriza-
tion module that connects the vector sketch space and pixel
sketch space in neural networks, allowing end-to-end learn-
ing. We will make our code publicly available.

2 RELATED WORK

To recognize sketched objects, traditional methods gener-
ally take preprocessed pixel sketches as inputs. To quantify
a sketch image, existing studies have tried to utilize various

hand-crafted local features originally intended for photos
(e.g., bag-of-features [1], Fisher Vectors with SIFT fea-
tures [13], or HOG features [14]). With the extracted fea-
tures, classifiers (e.g., SVMs) are then trained to recognize
unseen sketches [1], [13]. Different learning schemes, such
as multiple kernel learning [14] or active learning [27], may
be employed for performance improvement. Another line
of traditional methods has attempted to exploit additional
cues for sketch recognition, such as prior knowledge of spe-
cific domains [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33] or object context
of sketched scenes [3], [34]. Although progress has been
made in sketch recognition, these methods still cannot
robustly handle freehand sketches with large abstraction
variations, especially those hastily drawn in dozens of sec-
onds [19], struggling to achieve performance on par with
human on the existing TU-Berlin dataset [1].

Recently, deep learning has revolutionizedmany research
fields, including sketch recognition, with state-of-the-art per-
formance. Research efforts [2], [10], [35] have been made to
employ deep neural networks (e.g., AlexNet [15] or GoogLe-
Net [16]) to learn more discriminative image features
from pixel sketches to replace hand-engineered features.
Yu et al. [2] proposed Sketch-a-Net, an AlexNet-like architec-
ture specifically adapted for sketch images by using large
kernels in convolutions to accommodate the sparsity of
stroke pixels. Their method achieved superior classification
accuracy (77.95 percent) on the TU-Berlin dataset [1], sur-
passing human performance (73.1 percent) for the first time.
Their method still follows the existing learning paradigm of
image classification, i.e., using converted binary sketch
images as CNN inputs, and thus cannot end-to-end learn
from the additional information contained in vector sketches
by design. In contrast, our approach uses an RNN to directly
take the vector format of sketches as input for analysis and
then produces informative point feature maps for the subse-
quent CNN.

The vector format of sketches has been considered in sev-
eral deep learning tasks, such as sketch synthesis [19], [20],
[22], [23], [36], [37], sketch abstraction [37] and sketch seg-
mentation [6]. Notably, SketchRNN proposed by Ha and
Eck [19], which receives much attention recently, is a
Sequence-to-Sequence Variational Autoencoder built upon
RNNs for vector sketch synthesis. This work shows that
RNN can encode a vector sketch as a descriptive low-dimen-
sional latent vector, from which a sketch of similar shape
and drawing order can be reconstructed. Several follow-up
studies have extended this idea to other sketch-related prob-
lems [6], [22], [23], [37]. For example, the work of Song
et al. [22] learns an RNN-based translation model with short-
cut cycle consistency to generate vector sketches from real

Fig. 1. Illustration of our Sketch-R2CNN architecture for vector sketch recognition. A neural line rasterization (NLR) module is designed to convert
per-point features, produced by the RNN with the input vector sketch, to multi-channel point feature maps, which are then consumed by an off-the-
shelf CNN for recognition.



photos. Li et al. [6] adopted an RNN encoder to learn feature
representations for each single stroke, which are then used to
group semantically similar strokes in a sketch.

There exist a few studies that try to combine the vector
and pixel formats of sketches to learnmore descriptive fused
features. The two-branch late-fusion network used in sketch-
based retrieval [11], [24] is probably the most relevant to
ours. In this design, the pixel format of an input sketch is fed
to a CNN branch and the corresponding vector format is
fed to a parallel RNN branch. A concatenation layer at last
aggregates feature representations from the two branches.
Although the retrieval performance benefits from the fused
features, the RNN and CNN individually work on two dif-
ferent sketch spaces with little learning interaction, except at
the last concatenation layer. In contrast, our single-branch
RNN-Rasterization-CNN design brings more information
flow between the RNN and CNN, which is enabled by our
differentiable neural line rasterization (NLR) module. The
evaluation (Section 4.3) shows that our approach outper-
forms the two-branch late-fusion network.

Our network is also related to CNN with an attention
mechanism. Attention has been widely employed in many
visual tasks, such as image classification [38], [39], [40], [41]
and image captioning [42], [43]. An attention module in
CNNgenerally works by computing soft masks over the spa-
tial image grid [40], [42] or feature channels [41] to obtain
weighted combination of features. This technique has also
been applied to the sketch domain. For example, Song
et al. [44] have incorporated a spatial attention module in
Sketch-a-Net for fine-grained sketch-based image retrieval.
While their work strives to estimate attention from the pixel
format that contains limited visual information, our method
derives attentive point feature maps from the vector format
with in-network rasterization.

3 METHODOLOGY

The architecture of our Sketch-R2CNN is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Given a vector sketch S as input (Section 3.1), our network
seeks to interpret its object category by jointly considering
the feature representations learned in the vector sketch space
as well as in the pixel sketch space. Existing CNN-based
approaches [2], [10] perform recognition only with the
pixel version of S, which is a structured but reduced input
representation complying with CNNs. To exploit the draw-
ing cues in S, we resort to an RNN for analyzing the points
of S sequentially and extracting features for each point
(Section 3.2). To inform the CNN with the learned RNN fea-
tures, we design a neural line rasterization (NLR) module
that converts S with the per-point features to multi-channel
point feature maps in a differentiable way (Section 3.3). The
NLR module is the key enabler for connecting the two sub-
networks that operate in completely different spaces. Com-
pared to the pixel sketch input, the point feature maps are
capable of deliveringmore drawing cues to the CNN.

3.1 Input Representation

We consider the input vector sketch S to be a sequence of
strokes, each stroke comprising of a sequence of points.
This vector format is widely adopted for sketches in many
existing crowdsourced datasets [1], [10], [19], [45].

Following [20], we represent S as an ordered point
sequence S ¼ fpi ¼ ðxi; yi; siÞgi¼1...n, where xi and yi are the
2D coordinates of point pi, si is a binary pen state, and n is
the total number of points in all strokes. Specifically, state
si ¼ 0 indicates that the current stroke has not ended and
that the stroke connects pi to piþ1; si ¼ 1 indicates that pi is
the last point of the current stroke and piþ1 is the starting
point of another stroke.

3.2 Network Architecture

In the initial stage of Sketch-R2CNN, an RNN is adopted to
perform analysis on the point sequence of S and then pro-
duce a feature vector for each point pi. At time step i, the
recurrent operation of the RNN can be expressed in a gen-
eral form as

½hi; ci� ¼ Grðpi; ½hi�1; ci�1�Þ;
fi ¼ GfðhiÞ;

(1)

where h represents the hidden states of the RNN, c is
optional cell states, and fi 2 Rd is a d-dimensional point fea-
ture output for pi. The symbol Gr denotes a nonlinear map-
ping for recurrently updating the internal states, and Gf

denotes a nonlinear function that projects the hidden states
to the desired outputs. This vector sketch encoding scheme
follows the encoder network of SketchRNN [19]. In our
implementation, we use a bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) [46] unit with two layers as Gr. We set the
sizes of hidden states and cell states to both be 512 and
adopt dropout with probability = 0.5. For Gf , we employ a
fully-connected layer followed by a sigmoid function. Simi-
lar to [19], instead of using absolute coordinates, for each pi

fed into the RNN, we compute the offsets from its previous
point pi�1 as its 2D coordinates.

As described in Eq. (1), the RNN progressively evaluates
the point sequence in S along the temporal dimension, and
thus it might fall short in discovering correlations of points
that are temporally distant but spatially close to each other
in 2D. In contrast, CNNs are known to excel at constructing
hierarchical representations for 2D inputs [47], where neigh-
boring pixels interact at lower layers and distant pixels
interact at high layers. To allow CNNs to gain access to the
per-point features learned by the RNN for 2D analysis, we
perform in-network rasterization for S with a differentiable
NLR module as detailed in Section 3.3.

We pass the point sequence along with the point features,
i.e., fðpi; fiÞgi¼1...n, through our differentiable NLR module.
Conceptually, the NLR module “draws” the per-point fea-
tures from RNN onto a multi-channel image, following the
rasterization process of a vector sketch to a pixel sketch. The
output of NLR is d-channel point feature maps of size
h� w� d, with each channel corresponding to one compo-
nent of the point features. The symbols h andw are the height
andwidth of the resultingmaps respectively. The dimension
d is a flexible hyper parameter. For example, attention maps
estimated by CNNs in existing studies [44] are similar to a
special case of our design (i.e., d ¼ 1), but differently, our
design exploits a new attention source (i.e., feature represen-
tations in the vector sketch space). Apart from attention
maps, our design can also deliver non-trivial feature patterns
discovered by the RNN to CNNs, as illustrated in Section 4.2.



The subsequent sub-network, a deep CNN, takes the
d-channel point feature maps as inputs for hierarchical fea-
ture extraction. A wide range of CNNs for image recognition
on ImageNet [26] (e.g., ResNet [17] or DenseNet [18]) can be
used. At last, the CNN backbone is attached to a fully-con-
nected layer to predict object categories. We use the cross
entropy loss for optimizing the whole Sketch-R2CNN.

3.3 Neural Line Rasterization

The goal of our NLR module is to perform in-network vec-
tor-to-pixel sketch conversion. The module is designed to
be differentiable so that it can be easily attached to existing
CNNs for end-to-end learning. The NLR module takes as
input the point sequence of S with per-point features
fðpi; fiÞgi¼1...n. Let f

c
i 2 R (c 2 ½1; d�) denote the cth compo-

nent of fi, and Ic 2 Rh�w be the cth channel of the resulting
feature maps. In the following, for ease of explanation, we
describe the rasterization process of fðpi; f

c
i Þg to Ic, which

can be done independently and similarly for each feature
component c. To simplify notations, the symbol c in fc

i and
Ic is omitted in the remainder of this section.

In the forward pass, the basic operation of NLR is to
draw each valid line segment pipiþ1 (i.e., si ¼ 0 as defined
in Section 3.1) onto the canvas I. Similar to the conventional
line rasterization, to determine whether or not a pixel Ik is
covered by the line segment pipiþ1 (Fig. 2), we simply com-
pute the distance from the pixel’s center to the line segment
and check whether it is smaller than a predefined threshold
� (we set � ¼ 1 in our experiments). If Ik is a stroke pixel, we
compute its feature value by linear interpolation; otherwise
its feature value is set to zero. More specifically, let pk be
the projection point of Ik’s center onto pipiþ1, and the fea-
ture value of Ik is defined as

Ik ¼ ð1� akÞ � fi þ ak � fiþ1; (2)

where ak ¼ kpk � pik2=kpiþ1 � pik2, and pk, pi and piþ1 are
in absolute 2D coordinates. If a pixel is covered by multiple
line segments, we perform visibility test according to the
drawing order.

Through the above process, a vector sketch can be easily
converted into a pixel image (or point feature maps) in the
forward pass. In order to propagate the gradients (w.r.t the
loss function) from CNN to RNN in the backward optimiza-
tion pass, we need to derive gradients for the above rasteriza-
tion process. Owing to the simplicity of linear interpolation
in Eq. (2), the gradients for the rasterization of pipiþ1 with fi
and fiþ1 can be computed as follows:

@Ik
@fi

¼ 1� ak;
@Ik
@fiþ1

¼ ak: (3)

Let L be the loss function and dIk be the gradient w.r.t L
back-propagated into Ik through CNN. By the chain rule,
we have

@L
@fi

¼ P
k d

I
k � ð1� akÞ; @L

@fiþ1
¼ P

k d
I
k � ak; (4)

where k iterates over all the stroke pixels covered by the line
segment pipiþ1. If segment pi�1pi exists (i.e., si�1 ¼ 0), we
accumulate the gradients for pi. With the computation
in Eq. (4), the gradients (w.r.t L) can continue to flow into
RNN for optimizing the learning of point features in the vec-
tor sketch space. Note that fi and fiþ1 are scalar components
of the point features fi and fiþ1 respectively, which are inde-
pendently derived from the hidden states hi and hiþ1 accord-
ing to Eq. (1). The recurrent relations between hi and hiþ1 are
alreadymodeled by the RNN (i.e., Gr). Therefore, no gradient
computation is needed between fi and fiþ1 in NLR.

TheNLRmodule is non-parametric as it emulates the con-
ventional line rasterization. NLR enables the unification of
the two sketch spaces in a single neural network, and its dif-
ferentiability allows learning interactions between the RNN
and CNN. Unlike a two-branch design [11], the RNN and
CNN arranged sequentially in Sketch-R2CNN can cooperate
more effectively and work towards the same goal. On
one hand, the CNN, serving as an abstract visual concept
extractor, is the main workhorse for recognition, and the
RNN complements the CNN with feature representations
extracted from a sequential data format. On the other hand,
the CNN informs the RNN with 2D spatial relationships of
the points, which aid the RNN in learning correlations of
temporally-distant but spatially-close points.

4 EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Datasets and Settings

Datasets. We evaluated the performance of Sketch-R2CNN
on two existing crowd-sourced sketch datasets. The first one
is the TU-Berlin dataset [1], which contains 250 object catego-
ries with only 80 sketches per category (i.e., 20K sketches in
total). Each sketch in TU-Berlin was created within 30
minutes by a participant from Amazon Mechanical Turk.
While most previous recognition methods have been evalu-
ated on TU-Berlin, since it is a relatively small-scale dataset,
CNNs with millions or tens of millions of parameters (e.g.,
ResNet [17] and DenseNet [18]) tend to overfit the data (Sec-
tion 4.2). Thus, for more reliable evaluations with deep
CNNs, we also performed experiments on a recently intro-
duced million-scale dataset - the QuickDraw dataset [19],
which contains 345 categories with 75K sketches per cate-
gory (25.8 million sketches in total). Since during acquisition
the participants were given only 20 seconds to draw an
object, sketches in QuickDraw are more abstract and contain
fewer strokes than those in TU-Berlin. Detailed statistics of
the number of strokes per sketch of the two datasets are listed
in Table 1.

Sketches in QuickDraw have already been preprocessed
with the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) simplification
algorithm [19], and the maximum number of points of a
sketch is 321. For sketches in TU-Berlin, we performed

Fig. 2. Rasterization of line segment pipiþ1 and linear interpolation of the
feature value for stroke pixel Ik.



similar simplification with the RDP algorithm, and the maxi-
mum number of points of a sketch is 448. Table 1 lists more
detailed statistics of the number of points per sketch of the
two datasets.

Implementation.We implemented our Sketch-R2CNNwith
PyTorch. The dimension d of point features produced by the
RNN is set to 8 (Section 4.3). We tested Sketch-R2CNN with
various CNN backbones to show consistent improvements
brought by our single-branch design. Specifically, Sketch-
a-Net v2 [2] (SN v2 for short) achieved the state-of-the-art
performance on TU-Berlin, but its original implementation
based on Caffe is not compatible with our NLR implementa-
tion. Thuswe reproduced and re-trained SN v2with PyTorch
for evaluation (Section 4.2). Furthermore, we also performed
experiments with several off-the-shelf CNNs pre-trained on
ImageNet, includingResNet50 [17], ResNet101 [17], andDen-
seNet161 [18]. Compared to SN v2, these CNNs are signifi-
cantly larger in terms of network size and thus require longer
training time.

Training. Comparable to the scale of ImageNet [26], the
QuickDraw dataset has already been divided into training,
validation and testing sets with sizes of 24.1 million, 862K
and 862K, respectively. Due to the relatively small scale of

TU-Berlin, following [2] we used data augmentation (includ-
ing horizontal reflection, stroke removal and sketch defor-
mation) during training, and adopted three-fold cross
validation on this dataset (i.e., two folds for training and one
fold for testing, 6.6K sketches per fold).

For training on TU-Berlin, due to the limited data, Yu
et al. [2] used edge maps extracted from the photos of Image-
Net as the pre-training data for SN v2. However, the synthe-
sized drawings might contain various noise (e.g., edges from
cluttered image backgrounds) and lack the artistic styles
from human [45]. Instead, we used QuickDraw as the pre-
training data for its fidelity to human drawing styles and
ease of preparation to train the CNNs (the reproduced SN
v2, ResNet50, ResNet101, and DenseNet161) on TU-Berlin.
We observe that SN v2 pre-trained on QuickDraw achieves
similar performance to [2] without additional network
ensemble [48]. For Sketch-R2CNN, a similar training sched-
ule was used: our network was first trained on QuickDraw
(the RNN initialized with uniformly sampled weights and
the CNN backbone with the pre-trained weights), and then
fine-tuned on TU-Berlin. Note that the RNN and CNN in
Sketch-R2CNNwere jointly trained in an end-to-endmanner
on the two datasets. We adopted Adam [49] (b1 ¼ 0:9,
b2 ¼ 0:999) with a learning rate of 0.0001 for stochastic gradi-
ent descent update. For training with the reproduced SN v2,
ResNet50 and ResNet101, a batch size of 48 was used; for
training with DenseNet161, a batch size of 24 was used. The
network training and evaluation were performed with an
NVIDIAGTX 1080Ti GPU.

Metrics. Similar to [2], evaluation results are reported
with top-1 recognition accuracy (Table 2). We also report
accuracies of partial sketch recognition (Table 3), since in
real applications users complete a drawing stroke by stroke,
and recognition can be done on partially drawn sketches
iteratively (like the Google Quick, Draw! Experiment).1 For
each testing sketch from TU-Berlin or QuickDraw, recogni-
tion of its 25, 50, or 75 percent strokes (at least one stroke in
a partial sketch) in the drawing order was performed.

4.2 Comparison Results

TU-Berlin. Even though pre-training and data augmentation
were used, we found that the compared networks easily

TABLE 1
Statistics of the TU-Berlin and QuickDraw Datasets After

Preprocessing: The Number of Strokes and
the Number of Points per Sketch

Dataset
#strokes per sketch #points per sketch

Median Mean Stdev Median Mean Stdev

TU-Berlin 13.0 17.5 16.4 179.0 203.6 113.3
QuickDraw 4.0 5.1 3.8 47.0 52.9 29.0

TABLE 2
Recognition Accuracy (%) of Different Methods

on the TU-Berlin and QuickDraw Datasets

Model
Accuracy

TU-Berlin QuickDraw

Humans [1] 73.1 -
HOG-SVM [1] 56.0 -
Ensemble [51] 61.5 -
MKL-SVM [14] 65.8 -
FV-SP [13] 68.9 -
LeNet [52] 55.2 -
AlexNet-SVM [15] 67.1 -
AlexNet-Sketch [15] 68.6 -
SN v1 [21] 74.9 -
SN v2 [2] 77.95 -

SN v2 (reproduced) [2] 77.5 74.8
ResNet50 [17] 83.4 82.5
ResNet101 [17] 83.7 83.1
DenseNet161 [18] 84.2 83.0
Ours (w/ SN v2 reproduced) 79.4 78.4
Ours (w/ ResNet50) 84.5 84.8
Ours (w/ ResNet101) 85.0 85.3
Ours (w/ DenseNet161) 85.4 85.2

The middle part lists the performance of the models reported in [2], among
which only SN v2 adopts pre-training with ImageNet edge maps. Differently,
CNNs in the bottom part are pre-trained with QuickDraw. Please refer to the
main text for training details.

TABLE 3
Partial Sketch Recognition Accuracy (%) of Our Sketch-R2CNN

and its CNN-Only Counterparts on the TU-Berlin
and QuickDraw Datasets

Model TU-Berlin QuickDraw

25% 50% 75% 25% 50% 75%

SN v2 (reproduced) [2] 37.5 61.5 73.5 23.8 43.4 64.4
ResNet50 [17] 40.1 66.2 78.3 25.1 47.5 71.1
ResNet101 [17] 41.5 66.9 78.9 25.0 47.4 71.4
DenseNet161 [18] 41.8 67.6 79.5 25.4 48.1 71.7
Ours (w/ SN v2 reproduced) 38.6 62.8 74.7 23.7 44.8 67.4
Ours (w/ ResNet50) 42.5 68.5 80.2 24.8 48.4 73.1
Ours (w/ ResNet101) 43.2 69.1 80.3 24.8 48.2 73.2
Ours (w/ DenseNet161) 44.1 69.7 81.2 25.1 48.7 73.5

For a testing sketch, its 25, 50 or 75 percent strokes in the drawing order (as
partial sketches) were used for recognition.

1. https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com



overfit the training data, as shown in Fig. 3, and thus hardly
gain any useful gradients for further optimization. Never-
theless, for completeness of comparisons, we still report the
performance of Sketch-R2CNN and its CNN counterparts
in Table 2 (the bottom part) and Table 3.

Tables 2 & 3 show that Sketch-R2CNN consistently
improves the recognition performance across different CNN
backbones on both complete and partial sketch inputs (6.6K
testing sketches in total). Specifically, in Table 2, Sketch-
R2CNN (79.4 percent, 5.24K successes) outperforms the
reproduced SN v2 (77.5 percent, 5.12K successes), which has
similar performance to the original SN v2 model [2]. Sketch-
R2CNN with DenseNet161 achieves the best performance
(85.4 percent, 5.64K successes) on TU-Berlin. It is also
observed that ResNet50 alone surpasses SN v2. This indi-
cates the effectiveness of skip connections [17], which deliver
lower-level features to higher layers, thus alleviating the loss
of stroke details in convolutions [50]. However, increasing
CNN depth (ResNet101 - 83.7 percent, DenseNet161 - 84.2
percent) leads to slightly better performance (ResNet50 - 83.4
percent). Comparatively, Sketch-R2CNN (84.5 percent) can
improve ResNet50 without adding more convolutional
layers. For partial sketches (25 and 50 percent), more than 2
percent improvement brought by Sketch-R2CNN is
observed formost CNNbackbones in Table 3.

QuickDraw. To further validate the performance, we con-
ducted experiments on the million-scale QuickDraw data-
set. Its voluminous data can help to address the overfitting
issue (24.1 million training samples) and offer more statisti-
cally significant results (862K testing samples). The results
in Tables 2 & 3 show the consistent improvement of Sketch-
R2CNN over corresponding CNNs on QuickDraw.

In particular, Sketch-R2CNN (78.4 percent) outperforms
the reproduced SN v2 (74.8 percent) by 3.6 percent (31K suc-
cesses) on complete sketch inputs. Note that the original SN
v1 and v2 were not tested on QuickDraw in [2]. Results with
about 2.2 percent (19K successes) improvement brought by
Sketch-R2CNN are obtained using the deeper networks (i.e.,
ResNet and DenseNet). Sketch-R2CNN with ResNet101
obtains the best performance (85.3 percent) on QuickDraw.
Notably, for CNN-onlymethods, evenwith sufficient training
data, increasing network depth (ResNet101—83.1 percent,
DenseNet161—83.0 percent) only brings about 0.5 percent
(4K successes) improvement (ResNet50—82.5 percent), which
is 1=4 of the improvement of Sketch-R2CNN (84.8 percent)
over ResNet50. Since the number of strokes in each sketch of
QuickDraw is 5.1 on average (Table 1), partial sketch inputs
(25 and 50 percent) contain fewer strokes than the ones from
TU-Berlin and are thus difficult to recognize for both CNNs
and Sketch-R2CNN. Even so, for all the CNN backbones, the

improvement of Sketch-R2CNN increases consistently with
more strokes in the partial sketch inputs.

The above results of various CNN-only methods suggest
that with the increased network depth and complexity, the
performance of CNNs tends to saturate, andmining discrim-
inative cues from pixel sketches for recognition becomes
more difficult. By making the drawing cues in vector
sketches accessible to CNNs, Sketch-R2CNN effectively
boosts the performance even with smaller CNN backbones,
which require less training time and smaller memory foot-
print. Sketch-R2CNN barely introduces modification to the
CNN backbone, and the RNN-Rasterization design is rela-
tively lightweight. With the active development of CNNs,
we foresee that Sketch-R2CNN can achieve even better per-
formancewithmore advanced emerging CNN architectures.

Qualitative Results. Fig. 4 shows some sample sketches that
cause confusion to ResNet101 but are successfully recog-
nized by Sketch-R2CNN (ResNet101). We also visualize the
multi-channel point feature maps (Section 3.3) produced by
the RNN-Rasterization module. It is observed that channels
including I3 - I5 tend to have higher feature values at pixels
covered by long curved strokes, which are important for
depicting rough shapes, for example, the circle strokes in the
cake or the arc stroke for the nose of the elephant. Channels
like I1, I2, I6 and I8 tend to have higher feature values at pix-
els covered by short lines or endpoints of strokes, which are
mostly for depicting details, for example, the strokes for the
face of the lion or the sprinkles on the cake. There is also a
certain channel (I7) that has higher values for all stroke pixels
except endpoints of strokes, and it may help to deliver the
overall visual appearance information, as contained in
binary pixel sketches, to CNNs. The above encoding scheme
of vector sketches was learned by the RNN and CNN jointly
owing to our NLR module through stochastic gradient
descent. By analyzing in the vector space and in-network ras-
terization with NLR, the RNN constructs a nontrivial repre-
sentation that differentiates levels of details in sketches. As
input to CNNs, such a representation is obviously more
informative than the binary pixel format of sketches used in
existing studies [2] and can help CNNs to develop the aware-
ness of hierarchical representations even at early stages for
feature extraction.

4.3 Alternatives and Ablation Study

In this section, we performed experiments on network
design alternatives and ablations of contributing factors for
point feature extraction. We mainly used ResNet50 as the
backbone here for its competitive performance and fast
training, and trained the networks on QuickDraw for its suf-
ficient data.

Point Feature Dimension. The dimension d of point fea-
tures introduced in Section 3.2 is a hyper-parameter of
Sketch-R2CNN. We tested a range of values for d on Quick-
Draw, and the results are shown in Table 4. We found that
using d ¼ 8 offers a good tradeoff between accuracy and
running time. For a smaller CNN backbone SN v2, setting
d ¼ 8 increases the accuracy of Sketch-R2CNN from 77.3
percent (d ¼ 1) to 78.4 percent, while for a larger CNN back-
bone ResNet50, the configuration slightly improves the per-
formance from 84.4 to 84.8 percent. We adopted d ¼ 8 for all
the experiments. Setting d ¼ 3 can be an alternative choice,

Fig. 3. A large gap between training and testing accuracy of CNNs and
Sketch-R2CNN on TU-Berlin due to overfitting.



since it brings no modification to the existing pre-trained
CNNs. What is more, for d ¼ 3, if the pre-trained weights of
the first CNN layer are reused, the performance of Sketch-
R2CNN is 78.1 percent with SN v2 and 84.7 percent with
ResNet50, respectively (Table 4); otherwise, the perfor-
mance is 77.9 and 84.7 percent, respectively. Thus, reusing
the first CNN layer in training for d ¼ 3 only has slight
influence on SN v2.

Running Time. Table 5 lists the running time of the for-
ward (inference) and backward (optimization) passes of
Sketch-R2CNN and its CNN counterparts. It is observed
that the additional time incurred by our RNN-Rasterization
module is 2�3 ms for the forward pass and 5�6 ms for the
backward pass, mainly due to recurrent processing of each
stroke point in the bidirectional RNN. Nevertheless, Sketch-
R2CNN can run in real time, allowing integration to interac-
tive drawing systems.

Two-Branch Late-Fusion. Different from the single branch
design of Sketch-R2CNN, a two-branch late-fusion net-
work [11] incorporates feature representations, learned by
the CNN and RNN in parallel, through simple concatena-
tion. For comparison, we followed [11] to construct a similar
two-branch late-fusion network, which uses the same RNN
cell and CNN backbone as Sketch-R2CNN (ResNet50). The
network was trained on QuickDraw as well, and the softmax

cross entropy loss was used for optimization. As shown in
Table 6, the accuracy of the two-branch late-fusion network
is 82.1 percent, significantly lower than the accuracy of
Sketch-R2CNN (84.8 percent) by 2.7 percent (23.3K sketches).
This shows that our proposed single-branch architecture
allows the CNN, which works as a visual concept extractor,
and the RNN, which models point features in vector
sketches, to complement each other better than the two-
branch architecture. Surprisingly, it is also observed that the
two-branch late-fusion network achieves slightly lower accu-
racy than the CNN-only method (i.e., ResNet50 in Table 2).
There is a gap between the reported effectiveness of the two-
branch architecture in [11] and the subpar performance of
our reimplementation in the experiments. Due to the lack of
implementation details of [11], we postulate that some differ-
ences in data preparation and training procedure may affect
the learning of feature fusion and lead to the performance
degradation.

Spatial Attention. Since the output of our RNN-Rasteriza-
tion module can be viewed as a form of attention (Section 2),
we also performed a comparison with the spatial attention
module proposed by Song et al. [44]. The inputs to their net-
work (SN v2) are pixel sketches, and the soft spatial attention
is computed on the feature maps of the fifth convolutional
layer. We implemented this attention mechanism (DSSA
in Table 6) but found that it offers limited improvement

TABLE 4
Recognition Accuracy (%) and Forward Time (ms, Batch
Size ¼ 1) of Sketch-R2CNNWith Different Point Feature

Dimensions (d) on QuickDraw

w/ SN v2 w/ ResNet50

d 1 3 8 16 1 3 8 16

acc. 77.3 78.1 78.4 78.3 84.4 84.7 84.8 84.8
time 5.1 5.2 5.4 6.1 9.4 9.5 9.6 10.5

Fig. 4. Recognition samples and visualizations of point feature maps. The green labels are correct predictions by our Sketch-R2CNN (ResNet101),
and the red labels in parentheses are wrong predictions by ResNet101. The multi-channel point feature maps (I1 - I8) produced by our RNN-Raster-
ization module are color-coded for visualization. Note that only stroke pixels have valid point features; non-stroke pixels are automatically set to have
a feature value of zero by NLR and are not color-coded.

TABLE 5
Running Time Comparisons (ms, Batch Size¼ 1) of the Forward
(Inference) and Backward (Optimization) Passes on QuickDraw

Ours

SN v2 ResNet50 w/ SN v2 w/ ResNet50

forward 2.0 7.1 5.4 9.6
backward 2.4 10.4 7.5 17.0



(0.4 percent or 3.6K successes) to SN v2, which is lower
than the improvement of Sketch-R2CNN (3.6 percent or
31K successes). This result further shows the difficulty of
extracting additional information (attention) only in the
pixel sketch space and the usefulness of vector sketches.

Contributing Factors in Vector Sketch. As confirmed by
existing studies [6], [11], [19], [24] and our experiments,
RNNs are capable of learning descriptive features from vec-
tor sketches. We further investigated the contributing fac-
tors in vector sketches to the point feature extraction. A
vector sketch S ¼ fðxi; yi; siÞgi¼1���n (Section 3.1) includes
positional information, temporal order and pen states. Point
coordinates fðxi; yiÞg are clearly the most informative part
for RNNs to work. In the following, we only performed
ablation experiments on the temporal order and pen states.

To study the contribution of temporal order, we processed
S with the following randomization scheme that disrupts
order information in the vector format while preserving
visual appearance in the pixel format. We consider every suc-
cessive constituent points of a stroke as a tiny line segment
and randomly reorder all the resulting line segments (note
that NLR requires valid line segments as input (Section 3.3)).
We trained Sketch-R2CNN (ResNet50) with the data, and the
experiment result in Table 6 (w/o Temporal Order, 83.2 per-
cent) shows that this scheme degrades the accuracy (84.8 per-
cent) of Sketch-R2CNN (ResNet50) by 1.6 percent. To study
the contribution of pen states, we trained the network on vec-
tor sketch inputs without fsig. The evaluation result (w/o
Pen State in Table 6) shows that removing pen states results in
minor influence (0.2 percent) on Sketch-R2CNN (ResNet50).
Finally, we combined the above two ablations (w/o Temporal
Order + Pen State in Table 6), and the accuracy of Sketch-
R2CNN (ResNet50) drops by 1.8 percent.

We reiterate that even with the above perturbations in the
vector format, our NLR does not change the appearance of
the rasterized sketch, of which the subsequent CNN takes
advantage for recognition. In other words, the outputs of the
RNN-Rasterization module, as visualized in Fig. 4, are at
least as good as the binary sketch images, and this ensures
no performance degradation of the CNN (the main work-
horse for recognition). It is also worth noting that we studied
the contributing factors in the context of sketch recognition.
In other sketch-related tasks, for example, the sketch synthe-
sis task [19], [22], [23], pen states, together with positional
information and temporal order, are all indispensable in gen-
erating realistic human drawings in the vector format.

4.4 Limitations

Fig. 5 shows some failure cases of Sketch-R2CNN. Due to
the abstract and textureless nature of sketches, RNNs may
fail to extract descriptive point features to guide CNNs,
leading to recognition failures (e.g., the crab). Sketches with
seemingly ambiguous categories (e.g., the toaster or the pig)
may also pose challenges to our method. It is expected that
human would make similar mistakes on such cases. One
possible solution to address such ambiguity is to put the
sketched objects in context (i.e., scenes), and integrate our
method with context-based recognition methods [3], [34].

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed a novel single-branch net-
work architecture named Sketch-R2CNN for vector sketch
recognition. Our RNN-Rasterization-CNN design allows
CNNs to leverage the per-point features in vector sketches
at early stages, which is enabled by a differentiable NLR
module. Experiments show that Sketch-R2CNN brings con-
sistent improvement over CNN baselines, especially on the
million-scale QuickDraw dataset.

Despite the encouraging improvements on TU-Berlin,
addressing the overfitting issue for fully optimizing large
networks will be an important future task. Besides, our idea
of in-network vector-to-pixel sketch conversion with NLR
can be beneficial to other sketch-related tasks like sketch
retrieval [11], sketch synthesis [22], [23] or sketch simplifica-
tion [37]. For example, in the photo-to-sketch synthesis task,
to generate vector sketches with more plausible spatial
arrangement of strokes, it would be easier for generative net-
works to evaluate the plausibility in the image domain by
performing the in-network vector-to-pixel conversion. The
NLR module developed in this work handles differentiabil-
ity with respect to point features but not positions, thus the
module needs to be improved with dedicated gradient for-
mulations for the above application. We will investigate
these extensions in future work.
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